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Abstract 
 

An Energy-Efficient Hybrid Uncore Architecture in Future Embedded Chip-

Multiprocessor 

 
©Akram Hadeed, 2020 

Master of Applied Science 

Electrical and Computer Engineering  

 Ryerson University 
 

Recently, technology scaling has enabled the placement of an increasing number of cores, in the form of 

chip-multiprocessors (CMPs) on a chip and continually shrinking transistor sizes to improve performance. 

In this context, power consumption has become the main constraint in designing CMPs. As a result, uncore 

components power consumption taking increasing portion from the on-chip power budget; therefore, 

designing power management techniques, particularly memory and network-on-chip (NoC) systems, has 

become an important issue to solve. Consequently, a considerable attention has been directed toward power 

management based on CMPs components, particularly shared caches and uncore interconnected structures, to 

overcome the challenges of limited chip power budget. 

This work targets to design an energy-efficient uncore architecture by using heterogeneity in components 

(cache cells) and operational parameters (Voltage/Frequency). In order to ensure the minimum impact on the 

system performance, a run-time approach is investigated to assess the proposed method. An architecture is 

proposed where the cache layer contains the heterogenous cache banks in all placed in one frequency voltage 

domain. Average memory access time (AMAT) was selected as a network monitor to monitor the performance 

on the run-time. The appropriate size and type of the last level cache (LLC) and Voltage/Frequency for the uncore 

domain is adjusted according to the calculated AMAT which indicates the system demand from the uncore. 
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The proposed hybrid architecture was implemented, investigated and compared with the a baseline model 

where only SRAM banks were used in the last level cache. Experimental results on the Princeton Application 

Repository for Shared-Memory Computers (PARSEC) benchmark suit, show that the proposed architecture yields 

up to a 40% reduction in overall chip energy-delay product with a marginal performance degradation in average 

of -1.2% below the baseline one. The best energy saving was 55% and the worse degradation was only 15%. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

The development of computing systems, data analytics, and tools for big data computing has resulted in an 

increasing need for low-power computational platforms and high-performance efficiency capable of adjusting 

the processing capability and storage domains. Furthermore, the high integration density of modern chip-

multiprocessors (CMPs), such as shrinking feature sizes and the increasing number of transistors packed 

into a single chip, resulted in serious design challenges that have surfaced, including high-power densities and 

problems related to temperature. These problems, in turn, may accelerate chip failure, thereby degrading the 

performance of the entire system [9]. Moreover, uncore components such as the cache memory contain a large 

number of transistor elements and consume a significant amount of power. Therefore, multicores, particularly 

CMPs, allow the reconfiguration of the Last Level Caches (LLCs) on the basis of the target applications [10]. 

As the number of cores on the chip increases, the demands for on-chip cache dramatically increases 

especially for LLC. In many-core systems a considerable portion of chip area is allocated to on-chip caches 

resulting in a major contribution in the overall chip power consumption. Increasing core counts in CMP 

designs, results from an increase in the shared resources including interconnect and cache hierarchy, these 

resources of core processing area will be referred as uncore area. The latest process technology brought 

Dennard scaling to its end in 2005, starting the dark silicon era. This phenomenon states that every new 

chip generation will have a limited power budget which cannot be exceeded [11].  Thus, the fraction of 

transistors that can operate at the full frequency is decreasing with each new technology generation. International 

Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) projected that 21% and 50% of the chip will be off (dark) 

at the technologies 22nm and 8nm, respectively [12]. Thus, researches and the industry focused on increasing 

the number of cores per chip to: 

• Improve the on-core parallelism,  

• Reduce off core communication and consequently enhancing the performance, 

• Give better on-chip power and thermal management. 

This work targets to design an energy-efficient uncore architecture by using heterogeneity in components 

(cache cells) and operational parameters (Voltage/Frequency). A run-time approached is investigated to 
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ensure the minimum impact on the system performance. We propose average memory access time (AMAT) 

as the selected network monitor in our run- time. The appropriate size and type of the last level cache (LLC) 

and Voltage/Frequency for the uncore domain will be adjusted according to the calculated AMAT. 

1.2 Objective 

CMPs are widely utilized in a range of applications pertaining to big data analytics and computing 

systems with high performance. However, the design of CMPs is somewhat curtailed by the power 

consumption and temperature constraints. In this respect, memory and cache sub-systems have emerged as 

promising components for the creation of scalable high-performance and energy-efficient platforms. Through 

the dynamic reconfiguration of memory components, it is possible to improve the power consumption within 

the given performance constraints. Thus, the main objectives of this work are: 

• To design an energy-efficient uncore architecture by using heterogeneity in components (cache cells) and 

operational parameters (Voltage/Frequency). A run-time approached is investigated to ensure the 

minimum impact on the system performance. 

• To propose average memory access time (AMAT) as the selected network monitor in the runtime. The 

appropriate size and type of the LLC and Voltage/Frequency for the uncore domain will be adjusted 

according to the calculated AMAT. 

 

 

1.3 Contributions 

The research work has the following contributions: 

1. Optimize and manage the power of the cache memory systems based on iterative process under performance 

constraints is the main optimization goal of the proposed model at the CMP level. 

2. Investigate the efficiency of the proposed hybrid design by using different real-world architectures 

and comparing it with the baseline model. 

3. Evaluate the power consumption and performance of the proposed methods under multi-threaded 

workloads, as different works use various benchmarks depending on the applications. 
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1.4 Thesis Organization 

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: 

In chapter 2,  the most recent architectures and techniques used in hybrid uncore architecture based on 

energy consumption were discussed and reviewed. 

The energy-efficient CMP with reduced off-chip memory access discussed in chapter 3. In addition, core 

components of the architecture and the steps required to increase energy efficiency is described. 

In chapter 4, the proposed architecture was discussed, implemented and investigated using the Princeton 

Application Repository for Shared-Memory Computers, or simply the PARSEC benchmark. 

The contribution of this thesis is summarized in chapter 5 . In addition, future research topics are 

suggested. In the end, the references used throughout this thesis are listed. 
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Chapter 2 

Background and Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

The increasing gap between processor speed and main memory lag has driven demand for large on-chip cache 

memory. For this reason, the cache hierarchy is deeper and with a larger capacity of cache memory is required in 

the design of today's processors. For example, the Intel i7-3930k processor is equipped with 12MB of SRAM 3rd 

level cache memory, or the IBM POWER7 processor has the 3rd-level cache of 32MB in size and DRAM 

Embedded (eDRAM) [3]. However, in modern processors, large on-chip cache stores take up a large fraction of 

the total chip size, resulting a significant portion from their total energy consumption. The most commonly used 

cache memory is due to the rapid availability of SRAMs. However, the continuous decrease in the technology 

size of the transistors results in an increase in leakage power consumption, making SRAM's in-chip memory 

inefficient to design energy-efficient bottoms. Additionally, limited scalability and soft error sensitivity hampered 

SRAM technology in the implementation of high-density intrusive cache memory [55].  

On the other hand, in order to overcome the increased delay caused by universal connections in two-

dimensional technology with the process of reducing the dimensions of transistors, the integration of three 

layers of cache hierarchy layers on layers processing is used. However, due to the increased power density 

and temperature in 3D integration, the processing efficiency will be affected. For example, if the chip 

temperature exceeds the permissible temperature range, then the frequency and voltage of the core or 

processor cores in the processing layer should be lowered or cut, which also leads to a reduction in the 

efficiency of the three-dimensional processor system. Therefore, in order to achieve the best solution for 

increasing the efficiency of multiprocessor systems, it is necessary to improve the efficiency compromise 

between these two procedures. 

 

The use of the emerging technologies of non-volatile memory due to zero-leakage power consumption and 

non-volatility, and the high number of cells in this memory class per unit area compared with traditional SRAMs, 

is a promising solution for solving the high-temperature problem is due to the integration of three-dimensional 

memory layers on the processing layers in this technology for future generation multiprocessor systems. As 

already mentioned, leakage power leads to higher temperatures and higher temperatures, leading to an 

increase in leakage power, and also if the leakage power consumption is not controlled, the temperature 
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parameter will become an inhibitory parameter. 

Increasing the density of transistors on the chip and reducing the size of the transistors' good choice to 

obtain greater density also led to an increase in leakage power. However, the performance is not 

exponentially scaled because it is restricted by the scaling speed mismatch of power consumption and 

memory bandwidth. Furthermore, in nowadays computing systems, energy efficiency becomes the primary 

concern during system design. The traditional scale-out strategy by packing more cores into a single chip is 

no longer power sustainable. 

Therefore, the use of non-volatile memory with the near zero leakage power consumption  as layers of 

LLC memory on processing layers in 3D architecture, in particular due to increased power density and 

temperatures, will become the biggest challenge in the next-generation technologies, it will be a very 

promising and rehabilitative solution. 

The next sections will discuss the main technologies used to reduced leakage power consumption in 

CMPs. 

2.2 Heterogeneous CPU–GPU System 

Increasingly application complexity demands progressively powerful computing systems for high-

performance computing (HPC). Such systems will provide multicore couplings such as a central processing 

unit (CPU) and graphics processing unit (GPUs) integration systems. These integrations provide an 

opportunity to accelerate many applications with high efficiency in bandwidth throughput. Moreover, owing 

to the increasing computing capabilities, the connections between the GPUs and the CPUs are carried out 

by using off-chip interconnects that provide considerable traffic latency and high-power consumption [13-

15]. A heterogeneous CMP that integrates CPUs and GPUs on the same chip with the sharing memory can 

solve this problem, avoid such expensive off-chip data transfers, and lead to improved system performance 

[16]. Moreover, the interconnection in a single chip should be more efficient and scalable to improve system 

performance. The 3D integrated circuit (IC) architecture improved communication efficiency.  

One possible solution to this challenge, is using a three-dimensional (3D) integrated circuit (IC) 

architecture for improving the communication efficiency. 3D ICs enhanced the performance of CMPs by 

focusing on the advantage of high density and low interconnect latency [17-19]. Particularly in terms of two 

factors: accelerating the throughput and utilizing the power by using the advantages of 3D ICs for 

heterogeneous CPU–GPU systems [20]. 

Early researchers have worked on improving the system performance of discrete GPUs by improving 

their network-on-chip (NoC) design. The GPUs can process many parallel streams of data in their cores 

independently (i.e., each core has its own task), leading to significant core-to-core communication. The 

increasing number of computing cores in the GPU system has resulted in an increasingly many-to-few 
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traffic pattern or many cores sending traffic to a few memory controller nodes. This has led to a performance 

bottleneck. However, the works presented in [21–23] showed that the distribution of these memory 

controllers at appropriate positions can improve the associated traffic. 

In [21], a GPU with a 2D mesh topology was proposed. The controller nodes were placed at the bottom 

and the top of this configuration. A checkerboard NoC organization was used on the basis of half-routers 

with limited connectivity to reduce the NoC area while ensuring minimal impact on the performance. While 

in [22], the researchers proposed the asymmetric virtual channel partitioning of NoCs into two parts for the 

different traffic routes: one network carries the request packets, and the other network, the reply packets. 

Therefore, the full monopolization technique is used for either the request or the reply packets to improve 

performance by providing more resources for each type of traffic. The researchers in [23] presented an 

asymmetric NoC mesh architecture used for a memory traffic pattern. This pattern provides a connection 

from L1 to L2 traffic and a second pattern from L2 to L1 traffic for parallel applications. 

 

2.3 Dynamic Power Management for CMP 

There are two factors that affect the power consumption of complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor 

(CMOS) circuits: static and dynamic power consumption. One is the low static power consumption, which 

is attributed to the leakage current and the dynamic power consumption (i.e. switching power), which in 

turn depends on the charging and discharging of the capacitor. Dynamic power consumption can be 

minimized by reducing the activities and scaling the volt-age-frequency level. Furthermore, leakage power 

consumption can be reduced by utilizing low-power cells or reducing the number of active transistors [24]. 

In geometries smaller than 65 nm, static power has become the dominant consumer of power consumption. 

The objective of power management is to maximize the workload performance of the CMP without 

exceeding the given total power budget for the chip. By applying learning-based power management, 

optimizing idle periods on the CMP to achieve a better tradeoff between power consumption and 

performance can be used. As a result, the chip will consume more power, leading to the generation of a 

large amount of heat, which can affect chip performance. Therefore, power consumption issues are 

occasionally more important than processor speed. For example, Figure 2.1 shows the AMD Opteron X4 

processor action against power consumption. In this figure, the chip still consumes approximately 60% of 

its maximum power consumption through the idle period, although the CPU utilization approaches 0% [25]. 
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Figure 2.1: Power consumption issues for AMD Opteron X4 processors 

In general, dynamic power management (DPM) can minimize the power dissipation by selectively 

shutting down the inactive system components, although it is very difficult to choose the opportune moment 

to turn off the inactive components without knowing the actual workloads of the system in advance. The 

main challenge in DPM optimization methods is the utilization and prediction of the idle times of CMP to 

achieve high power consumption with less performance degradation. This power consumption occurs when 

power is used even when the signals do not change, and the system is the idle state. Numerous studies have 

been published in this domain [26-28].  Several DPM techniques were used to estimate the workloads and 

adjust the DPM policy. The efficiency of these techniques depends on the accuracy of their workload 

models, which are not guaranteed during the optimization sequence. Moreover, at the same workloads, they 

produce significantly different idle states on each core with various task allocation strategies and hence have 

a considerable impact on the efficiency of the DPM policy. 

Thermal challenges are also becoming an important factor in determining the cost of operating an HPC 

system. A complexity that arises in the thermal management of large-scale systems is the effect of physical 

properties (e.g., physical location and access to cooling) on the thermal behavior. Furthermore, modern 

supercomputers consume an enormous amount of power, where a significant fraction is dedicated to cooling 

[29]. Tianhe-2, the number 1 system in the top-500 list, consumes up to 17 MW with approximately an 

additional 7 MW for cooling. As one of the DMP solutions that can be worked against the continually 

expanding processor count in CMP, the voltage–frequency island (VFI) emerged as an effective power 

management strategy. 

Naturally, because of the ability to dynamically tune the voltage–frequency levels of VFIs to minimize 
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the power consumption with minimal performance degradation, the dynamic voltage and frequency scaling 

(DVFS) technique can be adopted as an upgraded version of the VFI method. The DVFS technique is widely 

used as one of the possible solutions for DPM in CMP because it is used to dynamically adjust the voltage-

frequency ratio based on the workload. This technique can be executed at different levels of hierarchy: per-

core DVFS level [30–32], per-cluster DVFS level [33, 34], and per-chip DVFS level [35, 36]. In [30], 

researchers presented an offline per-core DVFS algorithm. This per-core DVFS was enabled by on-chip 

regulators. While in [22], the researchers designed a DVFS algorithm based on the correlation between two 

parameters: the critical speed and the cache access rate to select suitable values for the frequency-voltage 

ratio at runtime on the android system. The results showed a slow-down in the execution of the programs 

because the critical speed-based DVFS algorithm preferred less power consumption to maintain its 

performance. In [32], the researchers applied an online control techniques based on Lagrange optimization 

and the calculus of variations to find the required frequency-voltage ratio of both the processing elements 

(PEs) and the routers in the CMP. For the per-cluster DVFS level, in [33, 34], the researchers proposed a 

clustered DVFS approach, which selects and implements DVFS in each cluster zone.  

On the basis of previous research, major restrictions of using DVFS technique can be summarized as: 

• Selecting the DVFS level: at the per-core DVFS level, higher cost and less scalability are obtained when 

the technique is applied to a processor with a large number of cores. Moreover, at the per-chip DVFS 

level, selection leads to a neglect of the individual requirements per core. Furthermore, at the cluster 

level, DVFS obtains uncertain results with an increasing number of clusters. 

• A considerable latency of the state transition from one power state to another because the voltage 

variation takes a while to complete.  

Another possible solution to the power optimization challenge is task mapping, where the scheduling 

ensures that specific cores are selected on the chip for mapping in terms of both the timing behavior and the 

memory requirements [36]. This technique can be executed in several ways as described in [37-39]. For 

example, in [37], researchers suggested using instruction per cycle (IPC) to perform the task mapping to 

cores. Using prediction in the CMP performance parameters to map the task for each core [38]. In [39], the 

integration of task scheduling and cache partitioning for a single task was discussed. However, all these 

techniques provide efficient mapping solutions for small-scale systems within an acceptable time and may 

provide an acceptable result, but in the case of the large-scale and 3D IC architectures, they pose a big 

challenge to the management of the resources at run-time in a scalable manner. 

Moreover, recent researchers have focused on a hybrid multi-level memory cache to replace a single-level cache as a 

new view for multi-core future processor configuration. For example, the authors of [40] showed that the 

existing architectures led to a gain of approximately 33% of the total power consumption. This concept has 
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received considerable attention to reduce power consumption and to overcome the high-temperature 

problems. Other related works have been reported the use of the power of hybrid cache designs. In [4], a hybrid 

cache with access-aware policies and partition-level policies, a wear-leveling scheme to manage power 

consumption is proposed. In [41], the researchers focused on the hybrid memory hierarchy, which uses a 

reconfiguration approach to improve system performance by using a statistical prediction approach. In [42], 

a hybrid SRAM, STT-RAM, L2 cache is proposed that assigns a writes counter to each block of the cache. 

Other approaches [31-34] either use a specific threshold to distinguish parts of the cache or require a high 

hardware overhead to predict the cache behavior. 

A 3D cache hierarchy involved with the CMP heterogeneous design is proposed in [43-46] for improving 

performance and minimizing power consumption. Furthermore, [43] deals with creating a time framework for 

heterogeneous CMPs. In [44], the researchers proposed an approach to select the best core subset of an 

application within a specific power capacity for a specific dark silicon  area to improve performance. In 

addition, in [45] and [46], the researchers proposed a synthesized homogeneous core approach to increase the 

performance engaged with the power constraint for architectural synthesis. These prior studies on the 

phenomena of dark silicon mainly focused on cores instead of uncore components. 

 

2.4 Use Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) 

Non-volatile memories (NVM) is promising feature technology has been investigated as replacement 

to the power consumer volatile technology memories. The are several NVMs were researched such as phase 

change random access memory (PCRAM), resistive random access memory (RRAM), magnetic random-

access memory (MRAM) and spin-transfer torque random-access memory (STT-RAM). The latest one was 

the most reasonable candidate for its close characteristics to Static random-access memory SRAM in term 

of reading interval and energy comparing with other NVMs. STT-RAM technology suffers from long 

latency and high power consumption during writing operation, for that, the direct replacement of this 

technology to the SRAM in the memory structure can lead to performance degradation. For this reason, 

many studies have been done to address these two problems, so that they can benefit from the most important 

features of NVM without sacrificing system performance. In the following sections description of these 

methods will be reviewed. 

2.4.1. Spin-Transfer Torque Random-Access Memory  

One of the most promising ones of this NVM is spin-transfer torque RAM (STT-RAM) for its unique 

features [6]. It behaves like the SRAM in a read operation for the latency and energy but with near zero 

leakage power. Table 2.1 [11] shows comparison between the conventional SRAM and STT-RAM at 32 

nm in terms of latency, density, power and energy. 
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Table 2.1. Comparison of different memory technologies at 32nm [11] 

 

2.4.2. Reducing the Number of Writing Operations 

Reducing the number of writing operations in the hybrid cache bank will reduce the power consumption, 

this will also effectively enhance the lifespan of memory cells. Normally, in accessing memory, the write 

operation of all single-row cells is updated, while the identify the bulk of write operations is extra. Reading 

operations before writing can help identify such extra bits and eliminate write-write operations to save 

energy and to reduce system performance degradation. At the end, the read operation is again performed to 

ensure that the stored data is correct [47]. This technique is called Early Write Termination (EWT). In [56], 

a significantly reduce in energy is achieved for writing operations without losing performance parameters 

was presented. Evaluations for a two-level cache of 16 MB show that approximately 80% of write energy 

was reduced, and approximately 33% less in total energy consumption is reduced.  

Further reduction in the number of write operations in NVM cells proposed in [48]. When a new data 

in a block of cache is supposed to be written, the old data is first to read and then the Hamming interval is 

calculated between the two data. The hamming distance used to compare two strings (binary) of equal 

length, it represents the number of bit positions in which the two strings are different, more details in [49]. 

If the Hamming distance is larger than half the size of the memory block, it is logical that the data reverse 

is stored in order to save fewer bits. To do this, the reversal of the new data is stored along with a status bit 

with the value 1 indicating that the data is inversely proportional. When reading, the data is either reversed 

or given to the requestor in the same manner according to the status bit [47]. 

 

 

Technology Area 
Read 

Latency 

Write 

Latency 

Leakage 

Power 

at 𝟖𝟎 ℃ 

Read 

Energy 

Write 

Energy 

1MB 

SRAM 
3.03 𝑚𝑚2 0.702 𝑛𝑠 0.702 𝑛𝑠 444.6 𝑚𝑊 0.168 𝑛𝐽 0.168 𝑛𝐽 

4MB 

STT-RAM 
3.39 𝑚𝑚2 0.880 𝑛𝑠 10.67 𝑛𝑠 190.5 𝑚𝑊 0.278 𝑛𝐽 0.765 𝑛𝐽 
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2.4.3. Hybrid Memory Architecture Based Methods 

It used to emerge memory along with the conventional SRAM and DRAM memory through benefits of 

both groups in:  fast as writing and high-density memory, low leakage in at the same time, the software used 

to solve the problem of NVM of soft memory. In this kind of architecture, instead of building NVM-based 

entirely hidden caches, a part of the NVM cells can be replaced with SRAM and DRAM elements. 

In [50], a structure with the ability to retry for hybrid memory is proposed, as shown in Figure 2.2(a). 

Zhao et. al. studied diverse memory technologies from the point of view of: (1) latency of reading and 

writing access, (2) dynamic energy and bandwidth, and (3) energy consumption constraints. They simulated 

bandwidth-based versus capacity graph for a variety of memory technologies SRAM, STT-RAM and 

DRAM were used in 1, 2, and 3, respectively, Figure 2.2 (b). 

The main goal of their study was to improve the cache memory bandwidth by adapting dynamic memory 

hierarchy with the bandwidth requirements of various applications. As can be seen, only one memory 

bandwidth may be offered at any interval of memory capacity. It shows that, there is no memory technology 

that offers more bandwidth for the entire capacity range. Therefore, this technique uses a combination of 

memory technologies to provide more bandwidth for each level of hidden memory in a given capacity range. 

The results obtained from simulations show an improvement of 58% and 14% efficiency for multi-threaded 

and multi-program applications. 

 

Figure 2.2: Hardware configuration. (a) configuration of reconfigurable hybrid cache hierarchy. (b) overall 

bandwidth-capacity curve of the hybrid cache hierarchy (3 memory technologies) [50]. 
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Wang et. al. [3] proposed an obstruction-aware cache management policy (OAP) to monitor and detect 

the LLC-obstruction process periodically. The detection used to manage the cache accesses from different 

processes. They considered only the last level cache memory (level 3) from STT-RAM and proposed that: 

The expected access time is reached on shared memory, in which the read/write ratio (PRd, PMiss) the cache 

latency rate, TRd, and TWr delayed reading and write the LLC cache and TMem mean the main memory access 

latency. On the other hand, if the hierarchy of cache memory is removed, the expected access time to 

memory is according to: 

T = PRd × TRd + (1 − RRd × TW r + PMiss × (TMem + TW r) T́   = TMem (2.1) 

 

Where PRd is the read/write ratio, PMiss the cache latency rate, TRd, TW r delayed reading and write the 

hidden cache, and TMem is the main memory access latency.  

If the write-up of a process in the hidden cache does not result in system performance improvement, or 

T́   > TMem, then the relation 2.2 is established. 

𝑃𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠 >  
𝑇𝑀𝑒𝑚−𝑃𝑅𝑑×𝑇𝑅𝑑−(1−𝑅𝑅𝑑)×𝑇𝑊𝑟

𝑇𝑀𝑒𝑚+𝑇𝑊𝑟
          (2.2) 

When the specification of a process acknowledges the relationship 2.2 at run time, it may lead to bulky 

write operations in the LLC cache, i.e. increase run-time, and degrade system performance. This kind of 

process is referred to as the LLC-obstruction processes. In this technique, in order to identify the LLC 

obstruction, the obstruction-aware monitoring (OAM) hardware is inserted before the LLC  memory as 

shown in Figure 2.3. Each interval, when adjustable in the hardware, consists of two parts: 

OAM works on tunable parameter interval which each are divided into two ;First part where cache works 

under the normal policy and OAMs collects information and all processes are labeled Non-

LLC- obstruction these information includes: execution time currentTime, the number of read 

hits RD, the number of write hits WR, and the number of cache miss rate. Second, at the end 

of the first part, OAM calculates the following two parameters. 

𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑅 >  
𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠

𝑅𝐷+𝑊𝑅
                  (2.3) 

𝑂𝐴𝑃𝑡ℎ =
𝑇𝑀𝑒𝑚−𝑅𝐷×𝑇𝑅𝑑+𝑊𝑅×𝑇𝑊𝑟

𝑇𝑀𝑒𝑚+𝑇𝑊𝑟
           (2.4) 

Where the Miss R is the actual Miss rate and OAPth is the threshold value of the OPA. If in a process, 

the Miss rate is greater than the OAPth, then the OAM will identify this process as LLC-obstruction. If the 

Miss Rate is smaller than it will be identified as Non-LLC-obstruction, this identifying process is the results 

of the OAM results. The Obstruction aware policy is illustrated in figure 2.4, where its function can be 
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described as follows; 

  L 3 Read Hit: In this case, the data from the third level cache will be transferred to the cache of the 

corresponding cache level 2. 

 L3 Read Miss; Initially, the cache of the L3 requests data from the main memory. When the data is 

received, if the OAP checks if it is read request is LLC-obstruction, the data is transmitted directly 

to the L2 cache. Otherwise, date will be stored on L3 normally. 

 L3 write Hit: Initially, the OAP controller examines the write request, if it is the LLC-obstruction 

then L3 invalidates the hit date block otherwise write request would be sent directly to the main 

memory. 

 L3 Write Miss; OAP checks if the request is LLC-obstruction then it this request will be forwarded to 

the main memory. If it is Non-LLC obstruction, the cache line to be fetched and allocated to write the 

new date in L3 

The results obtained from the above method in a 4-core processor with 8 MB of STT- RAM cache 

memory level 3 indicate that in addition to a 64% reduction in power consumption, performance is up to 

42% and an average of 14% has improved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 A 3-level cache hierarchy enhanced by obstruction-aware cache management policy (OAP) 

Newly added structures are in blue [3] 
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Figure 2.4: OAP controller structure: The OAM-based “latency cache memory” diagnosis involved with 

each core [3] 

In [1], a reconfigurable hybrid cache architecture (RHC) is presented. This architecture reconfigures the size 

of the SRAM and NVMs by turning off and on the SRAM and NVMs arrays in order to better accommodate 

the memory required for different workloads. On average, this architecture significantly reduces energy by 

64%, 46% and 28% with Maximum of system degradation of 4% with respect to non-reconfigurable cache 

SRAM-based memory, non-reconfigurable hybrid cache memory and reconfigurable SRAM based cache 

memory. Figure 2.5 shows the overall structure of the reconfigurable hybrid cache (RHC). The 16-way RHC 

architecture uses 1MB of 2-way SRAM and 3-megabyte 14-way STT-RAM. In addition, due to the speedy 

SRAM access, the secret memory entries are fully implemented. 
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Figure 2.5: Hybrid reconfiguring cache memory design [1] 

Figure 2.6 illustrates the design of the power supply gate used in the RHC structure. A centralized 

management unit has the power to send/receive a signal to any type of SRAM and STT-RAM. The power 

supply circuitry of anyway from tag and data arrays of SRAM technology uses NMOS transistors to reduce 

the leakage current. In the RHC structure, SRAM memory cells that are in the same way are connected to a 

common GND virtual signal. PMOS transistors are used for lateral circuits such as word driver, row and 

column decoders and amplifiers. However, due to the very low leakage current, NVM memory cells do not 

utilize the power supply circuitry and turn them off / on by sending a control signal to the side circuits 

corresponding to each way of the NVM form. 

In this technique, two methods are used to reconfigure the RHC structure: 

 Way-Based Decay Scheme: A cache decay idea was used to save leakage by powering off the cache 

block which was not accessed for a long time period (decay interval). This was done by using way-

based decay counters, as shown in Figure 2.7. In this method, a two-bit local saturation counter for 

each block is used. When a global counter increases the number of decay intervals, the counter 

increases and when the access block is reached, the counter will be zeroed. The counter saves the 

number of decay blocks in each way, and when it reaches a certain threshold of 90%, the entire path 

in the cache is silenced. In order to clarify the desired way, the entire tag array remains in place to 

store the potential hit rate for the desired path. Now, when the potential impact rate is higher than 

the threshold, it will be cleared in order to reduce the rate of the block in the desired way. 

 Hit Counting Scheme: In the previous scheme, due to independent control, a large number of cache 
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paths may be shut off at the same time. This may degrade the performance though increasing of L2 

cache misses with low decay intervals.  Also, a single decay interval can’t accurately capture the 

varied decay intervals of all cache blocks. Contrary to previous methods, this method utilizes a 

potential hit counter as a decision to shut down. When the counter is lowered from the threshold 

THoff, the desired way can be turned off. In this way, only after 10 consecutive periods of time, the 

permission can be turned off. For both SRAM and STT-RAM, the values THon and THoff, 50 and 0 

are considered, respectively. 

 

Figure 2.6: Design of the power supply gate for RHC [1] 

 

Figure 2.7: Counters for dynamic reconfiguration [1] 
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Sun et. al. [4] attempted to improve dynamic energy consumption by using NVMS technology along 

with SRAM one at cache level 1.in addition to the reduction on the power consumption, NVMS reduces the 

soft errors. In the later works several SRAM buffers were used with STTRAM cache bank to mitigate the 

long writing latency and high current writing operations in high frequency access like L1. Most of the other 

researcher are targeting the less frequency access cache levels (L2 and L3).  They proposed hybrid SRAM 

and MRAM cache architecture is shown in Figure 2.8, which has the following two features:  

 The added small SRAM buffers can complement the shortfalls of MRAM in writing operations 

with having the its larger capacity and near zero leakage power, both dynamic and leakage 

consumption will be reduced.   

 Protect cache memory from radiation-induced soft errors, as MRAM is inherently invulnerable to 

emissive particles.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8: SRAM-MRAM hybrid cache [4] 
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2.5 Summary 

As noted in this chapter, memory hierarchy, and especially cache memory, will have to be increased with 

increasing processing cores and in order to be able to respond to their requests avoiding off chip access. SRAM 

is the most commonly used technology for cache memory, which has led to a significant portion of leakage 

power in the subnuclear technology. This chapter introduces the emerging non-volatile memory technology, 

which benefits from zero-power, nonvolatile leakage, resistance to high-grade, high-density errors. At last, 

due to the delay and high power in writing operation in this technology, several techniques were reviewed 

for effective using NVMS in the memory cache architecture. Reconfigurable hybrid cache was the most 

efficient approach which tries simultaneously to take advantages of both SRAM and STT-RAM 

technologies.  
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Chapter 3  

Proposed Methods 

3.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in chapter 2, the hidden hierarchy of significance is significant from the point of view of the 

operational capability to deal with the memory wall and reduce the processor access time to memory. 

Considering the significant allocation of transistors to this part of the chip, and due to the increased power 

consumption of conventional SRAM memory leakage power in the sub-micron technology, a significant 

portion of the chip’s power consumption is utilized for the last level cache. Therefore, the proposed methods 

which is meant to cope up with these challenges, will be explained in more details in this chapter. 

 

3.2 Proposed Architecture:  Motivation 

Today, due to the fact that the dark silicon problem and the lack of essential parts of the chip are 

justified, the area is of little importance and it is trying to spend energy efficiently [51]. To this end, the 

integration of heterogeneous processor cores with different processing power and power consumption, or 

the same architecture with a different manufacturing process, is positioned in a chip as a solution for 

achieving efficient energy CMPs. Then, depending on the system requirements, it tries to switch between 

the kernels. Therefore, even when the system has a bit of workload, it does not require high processing 

power and can save significant power consumption by switching to a weaker processor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Companion processor core with less power consumption than other processing cores [5] 
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For example, in [5], NVIDIA has introduced a new plan for integrating heterogeneous processing cores 

to reduce power consumption and improve mobile phone performance. In addition to the four operating fast 

cores that are integrated with the standard manufacturing process, this design uses, with these cores, the 

same architecture but with the power optimized core. This core is named Companion core as can be seen in 

Figure 3.1. Companion core is   built using low power process technology and yield a weaker performance 

than other cores. 

So, when there is no need for high processing power, the four main processing cores are off to maintain 

the battery’s optimum battery life and the Companion processor is replaced. Otherwise, based on system 

load, each of the four cores or some of them is used simultaneously. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 

The above technique is also used to overcome the problem of dark silicon in [52]. In our work, as in the 

above method, we have tried to integrate along with the CMOS technology several cores with lower tunnel 

field-effect transistors (TFETs) technology. 

In  this regard, in the proposed method we use heterogeneous integration in hidden memory to overcome 

dark silicon, contrary to the above methods. In this work, the LLC memory of the two types are SRAM and 

STT-RAM, and its architecture is reconfigured to fit the workload of the system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Managing cores based on system workload [5] 
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3.3 Hybrid STT-RAM and SRAM cache system 

Usually, STT-RAM cells have a longer life span than PRAM (4 × 10)12 versus 109 writing cycles, see 

Table 3.1. In addition, the lifetime of the STT-RAM and PRAM memory, based on the number of write cycles, 

has been computed in a single-chip combination cache including 1MB SRAM and 3MB NVM in the paper 

[1]. Table 3.1 shows the results for 3 benchmark programs with the predominant writing operation of the 

medical imaging and PARSEC series. 

For PRAM-based combination cache memory, the life span is limited to 4.7 to 196.12 days, while STT-

RAM-based cache memory can last more than 10 years. Therefore, STT- RAM seems more suitable for 

onchip last level cache. In this thesis, the proposed methods of non-volatile memory STT-RAM is used for 

the longer lifetime and closer performance to the SRAM technology. 

Table 3.1: Life span of STT-RAM and PRAM memory for 3 benchmark programs [1] 

Workloads Registration Segmentation Fluid-animate 

PRAM (days) 4.7 196.12 39.33 

STT-RAM (years) 12.88 537.32 107.6 

Using STT-RAM and SRAM memory cells together in hybrid cache architecture targeting more energy 

efficient CMPs, requires close monitor to the system performance. Due to the high energy and delay of 

writing operations in STT-RAM technology, its complete replacement with SRAM technology can not only 

offset the benefits of its use, but it can also degrade the system performance. So, in this way, both technologies 

simultaneously to be used in hybrid system. 

3.3.1 Proposed Method Architecture 

In the is work, a 3D architecture CMP is proposed which consists of two layers, Cache layer of 16 cache 

banks is connected with processing core layer of 16 cores. These two layers are connected by thick Through 

Silicon Vias (TSV)s as shown in Figure3.3.  In this model, each LLC memory bank includes an SRAM 

bank and an identical STT- RAM bank, connected through a network-selective system on the chip. The 

STT-RAM memory is denser than SRAM memory and it is four times as large in the same area. Therefore, 

the total latency of the proposed latency is 1MB of SRAM and 4MB of STT-RAM. Based on the network’s 

performance, the type of each of the memory banks varies with the switching on and off from one of STT-

RAM into SRAM banks or vice versa. So, at any moment, only one of these two technologies are used in 

each bank. Meanwhile, with every change in bank type it will be empty and starts to work again when it is 

selected. 
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(a) Targeted 3D CMP 

 

 

 

(b) Separate Voltage / Frequency domain and hybrid uncore structure 

 

Figure 3.3: Overall view of the proposed architecture method 
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The difference between last level cache memory banks results in two occurrences: 

1. By changing the type of the banks, the volume of memory of the LLC will increase (from the 1 

megabyte to 4 megabytes). This will reduce the LLC Miss rate and may improve the memory 

performance of the system. 

2. Changing the LLC banks from SRAM to STT-RAM reduces uncore power consumption as the 

STT-RAM has lower leakage power  which  has become more critical in submicron technology. 

System performance may be improved by decreasing the Miss Rate, but this improvement has plenty 

of dependencies on the nature of benchmark applications and the number of writing operations in it plays 

an important role. For example, if the benchmark application has a small working set, so that 1MB of SRAM 

memory is enough for it, the increase in the last level cache memory associated with the depletion of 

transmitted banks will only lead to an increase in the Miss of rate. 

Furthermore, if the number of writing operations in the bank is high, the high latency of write intervals 

in STT-RAM technology will block future access and can have a reciprocal impact on the system’s 

performance. The later can offset the enhancement of the Miss rate reduction, based on the nature of the 

benchmark application the performance of the system may improve or degrade. 

3.3.2 Proposed Method Algorithm 

Hybrid reconfigurable last level cache memory with dynamic voltage frequency scaling for the uncore 

area are applied in run-time approach based on the status of the system network, to ensure the minimal 

impact on the system performance. For this reason, accurate performance monitor is very critical. 

Meanwhile, the average memory access time (AMAT) is known as one of the best metrics for system 

performance monitors, which, in addition to monitoring the current state of congestion in the network, also 

demonstrates performance well. When there is a miss of a private cache (L1 and L2), the network is used 

to fetch the target block in the LLC memory. If this criterion is low, it indicates that less demand is required 

from the uncore area, and slower uncore can be set. When AMAT is high it indicates that system network 

is demanding faster LLC to enhance the performance. 

Therefore, in this technique, the mean of memory access time is used as a system monitor for the 

instantaneous estimation of system performance. The general relationship of this criterion is calculated as 

follows: 

Average Memory Access Time = L1Hittime + L1Missrate × L1Misspenalty   (3.1)  

For a system with two levels of hidden memory: 

L1Misspenalty = L2Hittime + L2Missrate × L2Misspenalty   (3.2) 
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 L2Misspenalty = Memory Latency      (3.3) 

 

In proposed technique, at each computation intervals of 1 millisecond, AMAT is calculated and 

compared with the reference value that calculated from training session. If this the calculated AMAT is less 

than reference, this means that the system performance is improved from the point of view of the average 

memory access time. In this case, power saving measures can be applied. 

Algorithm 1 represents the proposed algorithm for our method and Equations 3.4 and 3.4 use to update 

the AMAT. 

AMAT = AMAT + (1 −LH R) × L2HR × L2Sram + (1 −L1HR) × (1 −L2HR) × External (3.4) 

 

AMAT = AMAT + (1 − LH R) × L2RHR × L2STTR + L2WHR× L2STTW + (1 − L1HR) × (1 − L2HR) 

× External          (3.5) 

 

Energy saving measures consist of two techniques, first the type of one of the LLC memory banks that 

has the highest reading Rate to be changed from the SRAM to the STT-RAM so that according to lack of 

energy and high writing activity have the least negative impact on power consumption and system latency. 

At the same time, their type will be changed from the SRAM to the STT-RAM in the next period to reduce 

the leakage power consumption. Second technique is to dynamically scale the voltage frequency of the 

uncore area. 

Now, if the AMAT is greater than the reference value, the system’s instantaneous performance is lower 

than the reference state and in order to improve it the type of one of the cache banks that has the highest 

write access rates to be changed from STT-RAM to SRAM. Therefore, the performance of the system is 

significant and attempts to reduce the power consumption of the chip by the least performance degradation.  

damage to it. The complete algorithm of the proposed method is observed in Algorithm 1. 
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Algorithm 1. Dynamic Voltage/Frequency scaling and LLC configuration 

1: L1HR is average L1 hit rate of all cores 
2: L2HR(i) is hit rate of L2 bank i 
3: L2RHR(i) is read hit rate of L2 bank i 
4: L2WHR(i) is write hit rate of L2 bank i 
5: L2RN(i) is number of read access to L2 bank i 
6: L2WN(i) is number of write access to L2 bank i 
7: L2_STTR is STT-RAM read latency 
8: L2_STTW is STT-RAM write latency 
9: Minw is cache tile with Minimum number of write access 
10: Maxw is cache tile with Maximum number of write access 
11: 𝒇 is uncore domain frequency  
12: 𝒗 is uncore domain voltage 
13: 𝜼 is constant for frequency and AMAT relation 
14: 𝜷 is constant for frequency and AMAT relation 
15: AMAT = L1HR×L1_Sram_latency 
16: for (int i=0; i < NumberOfBank; i++ ) do 
17:   if (Type(i) = SRAM) 
18:      AMAT += (1-L1HR) ×(L2HR(i)×L2_Sram_latency +(1-  L2HR(i))×External); 
19:    else \\STT-RAM 
20:      AMAT += (1-L1HR)× (L2RHR(i)×L2_STTR+L2WHR(i)×  L2_STTW+(1-L2HR(i))×External); 
21:    end if; 
22: end for; 
23: Minw = 0; 
24: Maxw = 0; 
25: if (AMAT <AMAT_ref) 
26:  for ( int i=0; i<NumberOfBank ; i++ ) do 
27:     if (L2RN(i) / (L2WN(i) + 1) > L2RN(Minw) / (L2WN(Minw)+1) 
 and Type(i)==SRAM ){ 
29:              Minw = i; 
30:             𝒇 =  𝜼/(𝐴𝑀𝐴𝑇 − 𝜷) 
31:             𝑣 = 𝑓2 
32:    end if;} 
33:  end for; 
34:  Type(Minw) = STT-RAM; 
35: else 
36:  for ( int i=0; i< Number_Of_Bank; i++ ) do 
40:       if ( L2WN(i) > L2WN(Maxw) and Type(i)==STT-RAM ) 
41:           Maxw = i; 
42:       end if; 
43:  end for; 
44:  Type (Maxw) = SRAM; 
45: end if 
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3.3.3 Uncore Voltage / Frequency Scaling  

Scale V/F of the uncore domain to a lower or higher level depending on the estimated AMAT for the 

same analogy of the previous section. For each interval, AMAT is being calculated and compared to the 

AMATref and accordingly scale the uncore V/F. When the estimated AMAT is smaller than AMATref , a 

lower V/F level is set for the uncore domain shown in Figure 3.4. The following equation translates the 

calculated AMAT into frequency [10]  

  𝑓 =
𝜂

𝐴𝑀𝐴𝑇−𝛽
                                            (3.6) 

where 𝜂 and 𝛽 are, constants connect the inverse relation between the frequency and AMAT in equation 

(4). These constants are required to ensure a stable system to avoid any oscillation when the calculated 

AMAT leads to lower V/f which in turns results AMAT requires going back to the first V/F. Voltage is 

related to the value of the frequency and the voltage as shown in Algorithm1 

 

3.3.4 Collecting Data at the Cores 

AMAT is selected as the network monitor to observe the system performance on run-time approach, all 

the required information to calculate AMAT that shown in its formula in previous section are to be collected 

from all the cores. This information includes; the specified values of access time to the private cache memory 

levels 1, 2 and the main memory, the values of the variable loss rate of cache memory level 1, 2 are also 

required. 

Therefore, at run-time, it is necessary to calculate the values of these variables that are related to the 

workload of the system. Given that the LLC is composed of 16 banks comprise each database that stores the 

number of Hit Rate of reading and writing operations and, by aggregating these values, the Miss Rate of this 

level of cache memory is obtained. Of course, it should be noted that in the algorithm used to change the type 

of each bank at the end computation interval, it is required to distinguish between the number of Hit and Miss 

rate of reading and writing access. Therefore, the total number of Hit and Miss of read and write operations for 

each bank is to be stored at any time interval. A centrally located pre specified core is required to execute the 

AMAT calculation and finally compare it with the pre-specified reference value.  The purpose of central 

location is to ensure the minimal distance to the rest of the cores which consequently reduce task latency of 

collecting these information from the processor cores and the LLC memory, figure 3.4 illustrates the central 

location of the power control unit (PCU) which is core 10. The gathered information is written into control 

flits as shown in Figure 3.5 assuming 128bit wide links, each control flits has 128 bits to transmit the 

following information ;   L1 Hit rate represents L1 rate successful read access at the end of the time interval, 

L2  number of Read Hit (L2) represents the number of successfully access  memory caches of Level 2, 
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number of Read Miss (L2) represents the number of unsuccessful attempts to read cache memory level 2, 

number of Write Hit (L2) represents the number of successful accesses for the write access of Level 2 and 

number of Write Miss (L2) represents the number of unsuccessful attempts to write at level 2 cache. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Central location for the power control unit [57] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Bit fields of a control flit [57]  
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3.4 Summary 

 

In this chapter, a reconfigurable hybrid cache architecture for the last level cache memory was 

introduced for the modern CMPs. These methods, target more energy efficient uncore CMPs by adjusting 

the type/size of the LLC and dynamically scale the operational parameter of the uncore area 

(Voltage/Frequency). Several techniques were presented to reduce the overhead calculation and minimizing 

the shortfalls of the NVMs and slowing the Voltage/Frequency of the uncore area under the performance 

constraints. In order to ensure the minimal impact on the system performance, energy saving techniques are 

to be applied on the system based on the system network status which indicate the system demand from the 

uncore area. AMAT was selected to observe the system network. The proposed architecture will be 

compared with baseline one which has SRAM LLC banks only without DVFS in the uncore area.  
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Chapter 4 

Simulation and Experimental 

Results 

4.1 Introduction 

The simulation platform, selected benchmark and its applications is described in this chapter. The 

experimental results and discussion are also presented. 

4.2 Platform Setup 

The Gem5 system simulator was designed to simulate a system behavior with 16 processor cores, 

along with the McPAT, the CACTI memory simulator for SRAM and DRAM technology, and The 

NVsim memory simulator is used for emerging non-volatile memory technologies. In the process, 

PARSEC benchmarking is also used to validate the proposed method. The following briefly describes 

the used simulators to implement and compare the baseline and proposed architectures. 

 

Figure 4.1: Gem5 simulator covers a wide range of speed and accuracy [6] 
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4.2.1 Gem5 Simulator 

The Gem5 simulator is a full system simulator which integrates the best parts of the two M5 and 

GEMS simulators. The Gem5 simulator is a highly configurable simulation framework which can 

evaluate a large range of systems with different CPU models, system execution modes, and memory 

models. The Gem5 simulator provides the flexibility of easily simulating systems with ability for 

simulating a set of instructions for various architectures and modeling that combine accurate and flexible 

memory structure such as hierarchy coherence protocols [6]. Figure 4.1 shows the wide range speed and 

accuracy tradeoffs. Key features of this simulator are described below: 

The Gem5 simulator provides four different processor models with a distinct point in the range of 

speed and accuracy: AtomicSimple, TimingSimple, In-Order, and O3. Atomic-Simple and 

TimingSimple are models without a pipeline that execute and execute only one command per clock. 

The AtomicSimple processor is the fastest model with at least 1 command per clock, with all memory 

accesses complete quickly. While TimingSimple simulates memory access scheduling by allowing 

only one per request at a time. The InOrder pipeline model and runtime commands are simulated. At 

the same time, the number of pipeline levels, width, and the number of hardware threads on the 

processor can also be changed. Finally, in the O3 processor, in addition to the pipeline, off-the-clock 

execution commands are simulated along with the data dependencies between commands, 

computational sections, memory access, and pipeline levels. 

Each processor model can be launched in one of two SE or FS modes. In SE mode, with the 

simulation of hardware, most system-level services are prevented from the operating system and 

device modeling. In contrast, in FS mode, both user and kernel-level commands are executed and a 

complete system with all devices and systems. 

The Gem5 simulator includes two different models of the Classic and Ruby memory system. The 

Classic model provides a fast, easy-to-set memory system, while the Ruby model inherited from the 

GEMS simulator has a flexible structure with precision simulation capabilities along with a wide range 

of protocols.  

The Gem5 simulator also can handle workloads on several processor architectures. Currently, the 

simulator supports ARM, ALPHA, MIPS, Power, SPARC, and X86. Meanwhile, this group simulator 

includes AMD, ARM, HP, MIPS and universities in Princeton, MIT, Michigan, Texas and Wisconsin 

[6]. 
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4.2.2 McPAT Simulator 

McPAT is the first integrated framework for modeling power consumption, area and time for 

multi-core / multi-core processors developed by HP Labs. This simulator is designed to work with a 

variety of performance simulators, power and ...etc., and with manufacturing technology in the range 

of 90 to 22 nm. At the micro-architecture level, McPAT includes models for the core components of 

the chip processor, including sequential and unplanned processing cores, network chips, shared cache 

memory, main memory controllers, and several clock domains. Also, on the circuit level, this simulator 

supports time-critical modeling, area modeling and dynamic power modeling, short circuit and leakage 

support [7]. 

McPAT uses a flexible XML interface to simplify the use of multiple performance simulators. 

This interface includes fixed architecture configuration data and variable system activity statistics, 

which are the same as the output files config.ini and the stats.txt Gem5 simulator. To do this, in this 

simulation, a script in Python is used in the Linux environment to extract data from the XML interface 

from these two Gem5 outputs, and then to get the energy and area data, look like McPAT builder. In 

Figure 4.2, the overall framework of the McPAT simulator is fully observed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Overview of the McPAT simulator framework [7] 
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4.2.3 CACTI Simulator 

CACTI is a hidden and original memory simulator designed by HP to evaluate and measure the 

performance of the hierarchy of memory. As manufacturing technology shrinks, the instability of the 

manufacturing process between the transistors and the delay in wires increases. Therefore, the structure of 

future cache memory is significantly related to the characteristics of interconnection networks whose various 

components are interconnected. 3D CACTI tool is the latest version of this simulator that focuses on the 

design of 3D cache access time and power estimation [8]. 

 In Figure 4.3(a), the logical structure of a hidden memory is shown. The requested address to the cache 

is initially logged in to a decoder. After that, the word line link for the data array and the tag is activated and 

the content of a full line is routed through the network of wires to the sense amplifier. The routed output of 

the tag array is compared to the input address to ensure that the desired data is secured in one of the desired 

set paths. Eventually, if there is data in the cache memory, the comparator feeds the multifunction control 

input to send the data to the request’s processor. In Figure 4.3(b), we can also observe the physical 

organization of the data array [8]. 

 

Figure 4.3: (a) Logical structure of the hidden memory; (b) Physical organization of the data array [8] 

The CACTI simulator has major parameters such as cache memory, cache memory size, the number of 

hidden cache paths with associative mapping, manufacturing technology. The number of ports and the 

number of independent banks is received as an input. After the simulation, information such as delay with 

power consumption and area as output is generated. 
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4.2.4 NVsim Simulator 

Over the past few years, a series of new non-volatile memory technologies have emerged. Among all 

these technologies, STT-RAM, PCRAM and ReRAM can be referred to as potential alternatives for DRAM, 

FLASH and SRAM in registers, last level cache memory, and main memory. To evaluate the performance 

of this type of emerging memory technology, we need a tool like CACTI. NVsim is a circuit-level simulator 

for estimating the performance, energy, and space of non-volatile memory. NVsim also has the ability to 

simulate SRAM and DRAM technologies. Meanwhile, this simulator has been validated by comparing it 

with the original non-volatile memory industrial prototype [53]. 

4.2.5 Noxim Simulator 

The Noxim simulator is a chip network simulator developed by Maurizio Palesi, Davide Patti and 

Fabrizio Fazzino at the University of Catania in Italy. The Noxim simulator is designed using System C, a 

language for describing a system based on C++ language, and its main platform is a Linux operating system. 

Noxim uses the command-line interface to describe network parameters on the chip. The modified version 

of this simulator, in addition to the two-dimensional net, has the ability to simulate a three-dimensional grid. 

It also comes equipped with HotSpot software and can report chips power consumption with other 

parameters. The user can determine the network size, router buffer size, packet size, routing algorithm, 

packet type and packet injection rate, and type of traffic on the network. The simulator measures power 

performance, delay, and power consumption in the network and results in it in the output. This information 

is calculated in both the form of mean and results in each relationship. Also users are allowed to evaluate 

different parameters such as the total number of received packets/flits, average global power, 

minimum/maximum delay, total power consumption, latency/power/ energy per connection, . . . etc. also 

collect [54]. 
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4.2.6 PARSEC Benchmark suite 

PARSEC stands for Princeton Application Repository for Shared-Memory Computers. It is a 

benchmark set of applications for studies of Chip-Multiprocessors (CMPs). Earlier available benchmarks 

for multiprocessors have focused on high-performance computing applications and used a limited number 

of synchronization methods. PARSEC includes emerging applications in recognition, mining and synthesis 

as well as systems applications that mimic large-scale multi-threaded commercial programs. Table 4.1 

shows that the benchmark applications which vary in the working set (small, medium and large), locality, 

data sharing and synchronization. The benchmark suite has been made available to the public. Experimental 

results will be presented as a comparison between the baseline and the proposed architectures for 12 

applications from the PARSEC benchmark suits [2]. 

Table 4.1: Characteristics of the PARSEC benchmark set [2] 

Program Application Domain 

Parallelization 

Working Set 

Data Usage 

Model Granularity Sharing Exchange 

blackscholes Financial Analysis data-parallel coarse small low low 

bodytrack Computer Vision data-parallel medium medium high medium 

canneal Engineering unstructured fine unbounded high high 

dedup Enterprise Storage pipeline medium unbounded high high 

facesim Animation data-parallel coarse large low medium 

ferret Similarity Search pipeline medium unbounded high high 

fluidanimate Animation data-parallel fine large low medium 

freqmine Data Mining data-parallel medium unbounded high medium 

streamcluster Data Mining data-parallel medium medium low medium 

swaptions Financial Analysis data-parallel coarse medium low low 

vips Media Processing data-parallel coarse medium low medium 

x264 Media Processing pipeline coarse medium high high 
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4.3 Simulation Results 

The simulation process used to evaluate the method is presented in Figure 4.4 with the system 

simulation parameters as detailed in Table 4.2. The simulation was carried out on the baseline 

architecture when the last level cache has only SRAM bank and it was repeated with a hybrid 

reconfigurable LLC system as proposed earlier. Simulation results include different parameters to 

investigate the energy-saving and performance of the hybrid architecture with respect to the baseline 

one. 

 

Table 4.2: Parameters of the simulated system [2] 

Parameter Value 

Technology 32 nm 

No. of Cores 16 Alpha Cores 

Configuration 1GHz, Eight-way issue out-of-order 

 

 

Private L1 Cache 

SRAM, 32KB data/32KB, instruction, 4-way set associative, MESI 

directory-based coherency, 

64B line size, LRU policy, writer-back policy 

 

 

 

Shared L2 Cache 

Hybrid reconfigurable cache / Baseline:1MB SRAM, 4 way set 

associative Hybrid: 1MB SRAM, 4 way set associative + 4MB STT-

RAM, 16 way set associative 

64B line size, LRU policy, write-back policy 

Main Memory 2GB DRAM 

Network Router 

2-stage wormhole switched, virtual channel flow control, 2 VCs per 

port, a buffer with a depth of 4 flits per each VC, 5 flits buffer depth, 8 

flits per Data Packet, 1 flit per address packet, each flit is set to be 16-

byte long 
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XY routing is a popular deterministic routing algorithm, it is a dimension order routing which routes 

packets first in x- or horizontal direction to the correct column and then in y- or vertical direction to the 

receiver [58]. X-Y routing algorithm works with a high-performance in low traffic situation, while in high 

traffic situation other adaptive algorithms such as odd-even and NoC have better performance [59]. We 

used X-Y routing in the proposed 3D architecture of CMP. In this routing method, when a packet is routed 

from the core layer to the cache layer, it is first routed using X-Y routing to a particular router in the core 

layer, followed by a TSV traversal in the vertical direction to a router in the cache region. Finally, the 

packet follows X-Y routing again in the cache layer to the destination cache bank. No such path restriction 

is imposed when communicating between the cache layer to the core layer i.e. all 64 TSVs can be used in 

an architecture with 64 cores. Wormhole switching decides when the packet moves forward from a 

router instead of defining the route to the destination. It uses virtual channel flow control, 2 channels 

per port which facilitate multiplexing multiple packets through same physical channels. Each channel 

serves 4 flits and the buffers have 5 flits depth as shown in table 4.2 

Figure 4.5, shows the hit and miss Rate for the read and write in the LLC  memory for each of the 

PARSEC benchmark application for the baseline and the proposed architectures. This chart shows 

reductions on the read miss for hybrid over several applications   due to larger capacity comparing 

with baseline architecture. For example, fluidanimate read miss rate of the proposed model was 

improved by 30% below that of the baseline one. Improvements on the read miss rate can be seen also 

for canneal and fraqmine.  On the other hand, miss rate increased for blackscholes which indicates that 

backscholes application  has small working set and it was satisfied with the 1 MB SRAM LLC (the 

baseline model). The increase in the miss rate in backscholes caused cold-start miss due to change the 

bank type from SRAM to STTRAM.  
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Figure 4.4: Simulation process to evaluate the proposed method
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Figure 4.5: Percentage of Hit/Miss Write and Read access in the LLC for each of the PARSEC application 

for the baseline and hybrid architectures 
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Figure 4.6 illustrates participation percentages of each SRAM and STT-RAM technology in the 

proposed LLC memory structure. As STT-RAM technology contributes more to the LLC memory structure, 

it is expected that the miss rate of this level of memory will be reduced by increasing its capacity. However, 

this is not always true, because of the high percentage of writing accesses on some applications and changing 

the bank type to STTRAM, this improvement will be reduced and may even lead to system degradation of 

the hybrid structure. For example, cannael application has 89.2% reading hits and the STTRAM 

participation in LLC is nearly 80% from the LLC banks but its read miss was improved by 27 % below the 

baseline one as shown in the figure 4.8. Highest improvement of the reading miss was recorded for 

fluidanimate the large working set application. On the other hand, the small working set application 

backscholes experience increase in the miss rate as explained before.  

 

Figure 4.6: Participation percentages of SRAM and STT-RAM LLC in the hybrid architecture 
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the normalized Miss Rate in the LLC between the proposed and baseline 

architectures 

Figure 4.8 shows improvement on average of 18 % in the miss rate in the proposed hybrid architecture 

below the baseline one. The change in the type of LLC bank results in the invalidation of the bank’s content 

and the LLC memory filling stage in that bank when it is restored. Consequently, the increase in LLC 

capacity, leads to an increase in the miss rate for some applications. In benchmarks applications such as 

streamcluster and swaptions, where the participation percentage of STT-RAM banks is very low, the time 

was not sufficient to offset the increase in the rate of  miss rate due to the change in the type of the banks. 

 

However, the reduction of the read miss rate does not mean improving system performance, since the 

negative impact of long writing latency of STT-RAM banks can affect this improvement by adding more 

time to the average memory access time and consequently, the system performance. For an instant, debug 

benchmark application in figure 4.7, the proposed model improved about 9 % of less miss rate compared to 

baseline, whereas, due to the nature of writing access in this benchmark application, the average memory 

access time has not improved, it degrades down to 4.3% longer than the baseline one. 
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Average memory access time (AMAT) for each of the benchmark applications of both baseline the 

proposed hybrid model is illustrated in figure 4.8, where the results were normalized to the canneal 

application which has the best enhancement over all the rest of the benchmark applications.  According to 

this chart, despite an 18% improvement in the Miss Rate, only 4.4% improvement is recorded in AMAT as 

explained before due to cost of the overhead computation, long writing latency of the STTRAM, cold-state 

Miss rate with the DVFS of the uncore area all these factors contributed to reducing the improvements of 

the AMAT to that level which will have a modest impact on applications time and consequently on their 

performance.  

 

Figure 4.8: Comparison of the normalized AMAT between the proposed and baseline architectures 
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The change in the type of LLC banks from SRAM to STT-RAM will lead to a reduction in leakage 

power in the system, this reduction depends on the participation percentage of STT-RAM technology from 

the LLC. The high power of writing interval in STT-RAM technology and the nature of high-level writing 

access in benchmark applications is another factor to differentiate the power saving in each of these 

applications. For example, according to Figure 4.6, the canneal benchmark application has low write access 

rates of about 10%, which, along with the high percentage STT-RAM technology of about 80%, could 

significantly reduce power consumption by 56%. On the other hand, with more than 90% of STT-RAM’s 

participation in the fluidanimate benchmark, due to the high rate of write access, it has a lower power 

consumption than the canneal benchmark of about 33%. This is evident in Figure 4.9. In addition, the 

proposed method reduced overall power consumption by an average of 43.1%. 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Comparison of the normalized total energy consumption between the proposed and baseline 

architectures 
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Finally, in order to ensure the optimal design of the proposal from the point of view of power 

consumption and system performance, the energy-delay product (EDP) parameter has been compared for 

both architectures. This parameter states that reducing system power consumption can be worth the 

degradation of its performance. EDP of the hybrid proposed model was improved in an average of 40% 

below that of the baseline model as shown in figure 4.10. the highest improvement was recorded for the 

fluidanimate at 54.5% below the baseline architecture and the least EDP improvement as expected was for 

blackscholes at 15%.   

 

Figure 4.10: Comparison of the normalized energy-delay product between the proposed and baseline 

architectures 
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4.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the proposed method which integrates the STT-RAM and SRAM technologies to 

construct hybrid reconfigurable LLC memory of the 3D CMP was investigated for several parameters. The 

simulation of the baseline model that uses only SRAM LLC was compared with the proposed hybrid LLC 

by adding DVFS on the uncore area. Based on these simulations, the proposed architecture improved the 

energy-delay product on average of 40 % below the baseline one. Performance measured in instruction per 

cycle, of the proposed model was affected marginally with only -1.2% on average below the baseline one, 

with worse degradation of 15%. Interestingly, two applications show performance enhancements due to the 

larger LLC capacity which reduced the Miss Rate. The variation of the results among the used benchmark 

application indicates the dependency of the results on the nature of the applications. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Suggested Future 

Works 

Improve power consumption in multi-core processors with minimal degradation of system performance 

is the main goal of this thesis. The objective of the research work was to reduced power consumption at the 

uncore area of the chip of multiprocessors. This reduction was aimed at integrating hybrid cache bank of 

STTRAM with the conventional SRAM ones and scaling the Voltage/Frequency based on the network 

status. The purpose of the hybrid cache bank is to combine the benefits of near-zero leakage power, higher 

density and powerful scalability with fast read speed of the STTRAM technology with fast writing cycle 

and low dynamic power consumption of the SRAM. DVFS was applied whenever the uncore has less 

demand from the network using the AMAT as our selected network monitor. 

 

5.1 Conclusions  

Through this research, the dynamic and leakage power consumption shows a critical issue concern in 

the CMPs. Our results of the proposed hybrid architecture yield an overall reduction in energy-delay product 

over all the benchmark applications with an average of 40% below the baseline architecture. The results of 

the performance show a marginal reduction on average of -1.2% degradation and the worse degradation 

was 15%. Nature of application was the critical element which changed the response of the proposed 

architecture, with more memory intensive application hybrid system enhances the performance with larger 

capacity last level cache and the performance increased compensating the slower cache, cold state Miss rate 

and the cost of overhead computation time.  
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5.2 Suggested Future Works  

With the increase in the number of integrated processors on the chip, demand for the hierarchy of cache 

memory will increase, which in turn will lead to an increase in the amount of memory latency and power 

consumption. Thus, uncore area power consumption particularly the last level cache memory will become 

an important element in terms of CMP   power consumption. There are several suggestions to extend this 

work toward more energy-efficient uncore at CMP level:  

 Applying Machine Learning (ML) methods to reduce the overhead computation which uses a training 

session to find the optimal hybrid architecture memory with the minimum power consumption to 

perform the accurate LLC configuration and voltage frequency scaling at runtime. This can be 

performed by using modern ML techniques as Neural Network at different levels of hierarchy (per-

uncore domain or per-uncore clusters if uncore is divided into different clusters.  

 The other possible improvements that can be achieved by changing some of the utilized techniques in 

this work, for example, instead of changing one SRAM bank to STT-RAM each computation cycle, 

two banks can be carried out. Another alternative could be the algorithm criterion to assign the LLC 

bank number to be changed as a function of the difference between the calculated AMAT from the 

reference AMAT for an instant, the lower difference only one bank to be reconfigured and two banks 

for the higher difference this will reduce the impact on the system when it’s close to the reference status 

and speed up the change whenever its possible.  

 As mentioned in the literature review, SRAM buffers were used to enable the STTRAM utilization in 

the upper cache memory (core private cache L1), the same technique could be used in the last level 

cache STT-RAM. This is a costly design approach may be sound reasonable when larger capacity is 

designed specifically to handle the high rate of write access. 

 The last suggestion for future work is to take on the consideration of the routing algorithm. In this work 

it was assumed that routing is deterministic, and the latency related to the routing has no effect on the 

calculated AMAT as it has the same effect on the proposed and baseline architectures for that it will 

not add a difference on the comparison between their results. With adaptive routing, packets are 

traveling in a different route and the latency will be a function for the network status and consequently 

the AMAT will be affected due to its dependence on the latency of the packets traveling throughout 

the network.   
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